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TeotihuacanTeotihuacan

Teotihuacan was a large Mesoamerican Teotihuacan was a large Mesoamerican 
city at the height of its power in 450city at the height of its power in 450––600 600 
c.ec.e. . 

The city had a population of 125,000 to The city had a population of 125,000 to 
200,000 inhabitants 200,000 inhabitants 

Dominated by religious structures Dominated by religious structures 

Pyramids and temples where human Pyramids and temples where human 
sacrifice was carried out.sacrifice was carried out.



The growth of TeotihuacanThe growth of Teotihuacan

Made possible by forced relocation of farm Made possible by forced relocation of farm 
families to the city families to the city 

By agricultural innovations including By agricultural innovations including 
irrigation works and irrigation works and chinampaschinampas ((““floating floating 
gardensgardens””) that) that

This increased food production and thus This increased food production and thus 
supported a larger population supported a larger population 



ChinampasChinampas



ApartmentApartment--like stone buildings housed like stone buildings housed 
commoners, including the artisans who commoners, including the artisans who 
made pottery and obsidian tools and made pottery and obsidian tools and 
weapons for export weapons for export 

The elite:The elite:

Lived in separate residential compounds Lived in separate residential compounds 

Controlled the state bureaucracy, tax Controlled the state bureaucracy, tax 
collection, and commerce.collection, and commerce.



Who controlled TeotihuacanWho controlled Teotihuacan

Appears to have been ruled by alliances of Appears to have been ruled by alliances of 
wealthy families rather than by kings wealthy families rather than by kings 

The military was used primarily to protect The military was used primarily to protect 
and expand longand expand long--distance trade and to distance trade and to 
ensure that farmers paid taxes or tribute to ensure that farmers paid taxes or tribute to 
the elite the elite 



Reasons for Collapse ofReasons for Collapse of
Teotihuacan ?Teotihuacan ?

Collapsed around 650 Collapsed around 650 c.ec.e

The collapse may have been caused by The collapse may have been caused by 
mismanagement of resources and conflict mismanagement of resources and conflict 
within the elite within the elite 

InvasionInvasion



The MayaThe Maya

The Maya were a single culture living in :The Maya were a single culture living in :

Guatemala Guatemala 

Honduras Honduras 

Belize Belize 

Southern Mexico Southern Mexico 

They never formed a politically unified They never formed a politically unified 
state state 

Various Maya kingdoms fought each other Various Maya kingdoms fought each other 
for regional dominance.for regional dominance.



Mayan AgricultureMayan Agriculture

Increased their agricultural productivity by: Increased their agricultural productivity by: 

Draining swampsDraining swamps

Building elevated fieldsBuilding elevated fields

Constructing irrigation systems Constructing irrigation systems 



Mayan Religious BeliefsMayan Religious Beliefs

The Maya believed that the cosmos The Maya believed that the cosmos 
consisted of three layers:consisted of three layers:

The heavens,The heavens,

The human world, The human world, 

The underworld The underworld 

The rulers and elites served as priests to The rulers and elites served as priests to 
communicate with the residents of the two communicate with the residents of the two 
supernatural worlds.supernatural worlds.



Maya military forcesMaya military forces

Fought for captives not for territory Fought for captives not for territory 

Elite captives were sacrificed Elite captives were sacrificed 

Commoners enslaved Commoners enslaved 



Great Plaza at Tikal
Still visible in the ruins of Tikal, in modern Guatemala, are the impressive 
architectural and artistic achievements of the classic-era Maya. Maya centers 
provided a dramatic setting for the rituals that dominated public life. 
Construction of Tikal began before 150 B.C.E.; the city was abandoned about 
900 C.E. A ball court and residences for the elite were part of the Great Plaza. 
(Martha Cooper/Peter Arnold, Inc.)

Great Plaza at TikalGreat Plaza at Tikal
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Mayan WomenMayan Women

Participated in bloodletting rituals and Participated in bloodletting rituals and 
other ceremonies other ceremonies 

Held no political powerHeld no political power

NonNon--elite women probably played an elite women probably played an 
essential role in agricultural and textile essential role in agricultural and textile 
production production 



Maya technological developmentsMaya technological developments

Maya calendar Maya calendar 

Mathematics Mathematics 

The Maya writing system The Maya writing system 



Decline of the MayaDecline of the Maya

Most Maya cityMost Maya city--states were abandoned or states were abandoned or 
destroyed between 800 and 900 destroyed between 800 and 900 c.ec.e
Possible reasons for the decline of Maya Possible reasons for the decline of Maya 
culture include: culture include: 
The disruption of Mesoamerican trade The disruption of Mesoamerican trade 
attendant upon the fall of Teotihuacan, attendant upon the fall of Teotihuacan, 
Environmental pressure caused by Environmental pressure caused by 
overpopulation,overpopulation,
Epidemic disease.Epidemic disease.



ToltecsToltecs

Read about them!Read about them!

On to the AztecsOn to the Aztecs



AztecsAztecs

The Aztecs were originally a northern The Aztecs were originally a northern 
people with a clanpeople with a clan--based social based social 
organization organization 

They migrated to the Lake They migrated to the Lake TexcocoTexcoco area area 

Established the cities of Tenochtitlan and Established the cities of Tenochtitlan and 
TlatelolcoTlatelolco around 1325 around 1325 

Developed a monarchical system of Developed a monarchical system of 
government government 



Goddess Tlazolteotl
The Aztecs controlled much of 
central Mexico in 1519. Religion 
was the dynamic factor that 
transformed other aspects of their 
culture, and they had many gods. 
The Aztecs believed that 
Tlazolteotl (sometimes called 
"Mother of the Gods") consumed 
the sins of humankind by eating 
refuse. As the goddess of 
childbirth, Tlazolteotl was 
extensively worshipped. Notice the 
squatting position for childbirth, 
then common all over the world. 
(Dumbarton Oaks, Pre-
Columbian Collection, 
Washington, D.C.)

Goddess TlazolteotlGoddess Tlazolteotl
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Aztec KingsAztec Kings

The kings increased their wealth and The kings increased their wealth and 
power by means of territorial conquest power by means of territorial conquest 

As the Aztec Empire increased in size, As the Aztec Empire increased in size, 
commoners lost their ability to influence commoners lost their ability to influence 
political decisions and inequalities in political decisions and inequalities in 
wealth grew more severe.wealth grew more severe.



Aztec AgricultureAztec Agriculture

The Aztecs increased agricultural The Aztecs increased agricultural 
production in the capital area by production in the capital area by 
undertaking land reclamation projects and undertaking land reclamation projects and 
constructing irrigated fields and constructing irrigated fields and chinampaschinampas

Nonetheless, grain and other food tribute Nonetheless, grain and other food tribute 
met nearly one quarter of the capitalmet nearly one quarter of the capital’’s food s food 
requirements requirements 



Aztec WorshipAztec Worship

The Aztecs worshiped a large number of The Aztecs worshiped a large number of 
gods gods 

Most important God was Huitzilopochtli, Most important God was Huitzilopochtli, 
the Sun god the Sun god 

Huitzilopochtli required a diet of human Huitzilopochtli required a diet of human 
hearts that were supplied by sacrificing hearts that were supplied by sacrificing 
thousands of people every year thousands of people every year 



Southwestern Desert CulturesSouthwestern Desert Cultures

Most influential was the Most influential was the AnasaziAnasazi

AnasaziAnasazi developed a maize, rice, and developed a maize, rice, and 
bean economy bean economy 

Constructed underground buildings (Constructed underground buildings (kivaskivas) ) 
in the Arizona/New Mexico/Colorado/Utah in the Arizona/New Mexico/Colorado/Utah 
region around 450region around 450––750 750 c.ec.e..



The large The large AnasaziAnasazi community at Chaco community at Chaco 
Canyon had a population of about 15,000 Canyon had a population of about 15,000 
people people 
They engaged in hunting, trade, and They engaged in hunting, trade, and 
irrigated agriculture irrigated agriculture 
Chaco Canyon people seem to have Chaco Canyon people seem to have 
exerted some sort of political or religious exerted some sort of political or religious 
dominance over a large region dominance over a large region 
The The AnasaziAnasazi civilization declined in the civilization declined in the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries as a result twelfth and thirteenth centuries as a result 
of drought, overpopulation, and warfare.of drought, overpopulation, and warfare.



MoundMound Builders:MississippianBuilders:Mississippian

Chiefs served as priestsChiefs served as priests

Chiefs managed secular affairs such as Chiefs managed secular affairs such as 
longlong--distance tradedistance trade

The Mississippians built large mounds The Mississippians built large mounds 
both as burial sites and as platforms upon both as burial sites and as platforms upon 
which temples and residences of the which temples and residences of the 
societysociety’’s elite were constructeds elite were constructed



CahokiaCahokia

The largest Mississippian center was The largest Mississippian center was 
Cahokia Cahokia 

population of about 30,000 around 1200 population of about 30,000 around 1200 
c.ec.e

Cahokia was abandoned around 1250, Cahokia was abandoned around 1250, 
perhaps because of climate changes and perhaps because of climate changes and 
population pressure population pressure 



Andean Civilizations,Andean Civilizations, MocheMoche

The The MocheMoche culture emerged in the north culture emerged in the north 
coastal region of Peru in about 200 coastal region of Peru in about 200 c.ec.e

MocheMoche used the used the mitmit’’aa labor system where labor system where 
clans would have to provide a set number clans would have to provide a set number 
of people each year for labor.of people each year for labor.

These people would work in for religious These people would work in for religious 
establishments, the royal court, or the establishments, the royal court, or the 
aristocracy  aristocracy  



MocheMoche society was stratified and society was stratified and 
theocratic theocratic 
Wealth and power were concentrated in Wealth and power were concentrated in 
the hands of an elite of priests and military the hands of an elite of priests and military 
leaders leaders 
They lived atop large platforms and They lived atop large platforms and 
decorated themselves with magnificent decorated themselves with magnificent 
clothing, jewelry, and tall headdresses clothing, jewelry, and tall headdresses 
Commoners cultivated their fields and Commoners cultivated their fields and 
supplied supplied mitmit’’aa labor to the elite labor to the elite 



MocheMoche artisansartisans

skilled in the production of:skilled in the production of:
textiles textiles 
portrait vases portrait vases 
metallurgy metallurgy 
Gold and silver were used for decorative Gold and silver were used for decorative 
purposes, copper and copper alloy for farm tools purposes, copper and copper alloy for farm tools 
and weapons and weapons 
The decline and fall of the The decline and fall of the MocheMoche civilization civilization 
may be attributed to a series of natural disasters may be attributed to a series of natural disasters 
in the sixth century and to pressure from the in the sixth century and to pressure from the 
warlike warlike WariWari people in the eighth century people in the eighth century 



The IncaThe Inca

The Inca were a small chiefdom in Cuzco The Inca were a small chiefdom in Cuzco 
until their leaders consolidated political until their leaders consolidated political 
authority and began a program of military authority and began a program of military 
expansion in the 1430s expansion in the 1430s 

By 1525, the Inca had constructed a huge By 1525, the Inca had constructed a huge 
empire.empire.



Inca wealthInca wealth

Ability to develop a strong professional Ability to develop a strong professional 
military military 

Used military it in order to broaden and Used military it in order to broaden and 
expand the traditional exchange system expand the traditional exchange system 
that had linked the various ecological that had linked the various ecological 
zones of the Andes region together zones of the Andes region together 



The Inca used the The Inca used the mitmit’’aa labor system to: labor system to: 

Man their armies, Man their armies, 

To build their capital city, To build their capital city, 

To maintain their religious institutions, To maintain their religious institutions, 

Provide for the old, the weak, and the ill.Provide for the old, the weak, and the ill.



Inca domination resulted in increased Inca domination resulted in increased 
wealth, but also in reduced levels of local wealth, but also in reduced levels of local 
autonomy. When the elite fell into civil war autonomy. When the elite fell into civil war 
in 1525, Inca control over its vast in 1525, Inca control over its vast 
territories was weakened territories was weakened 



Inca tunic
Like the Aztecs, the Incas were a 
small militaristic group that 
established one of the most 
extraordinary empires in the world. 
Gradually, Inca culture spread 
throughout Peru; roads built by the 
Incas linked most of the Andean 
region. Weavers in this region 
produced beautiful textiles from 
cotton and from the wool of llamas 
and alpacas. The Inca inherited this 
rich craft tradition and produced 
some of the world's most 
remarkable textiles. The quality and 
design of each garment indicated 
the weaver's rank and power in this 
society. This tunic was an outer 
garment for a powerful male. 


